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3Dmodelling / UVmapping overview

This chapter will introduce you to workflows used by the disguise support team to prepare projects. You will

learn 3D modelling and UV mapping techniques to create pixel-perfect LED panels, projection surfaces

and DMX screens. However, this chapter will not teach you how to master 3D applications. It is

recommended you have a basic knowledge of 3D modelling and UV mapping techniques before reading

further. 

Why learn 3D modelling and UV mapping
techniques?
It is important to understand why the disguise software requires knowledge in 3D modelling and UV
mapping techniques. The disguise software features a 3D realtime simulator for visualising venues and
video displays including LED panels, projection surfaces, DMX fixtures, or any other video display
technology. To simulate a pixel-perfect screen in disguise which is complex in shape, for example a
building or a car, a fundamental understanding of 3D modelling and UV mapping techniques
is required. For further information please contact the Support Team.

https://www.disguise.one/en/learn-support/contact-support/
https://www.disguise.one/en/learn-support/contact-support/
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3D fundamentals overview

This sub-chapter will teach you the fundamental knowledge necessary to prepare 3D models for the

disguise software. 

The London Ralph Lauren Flagship Store in the disguise software.
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Exporting 3Dmodels
Currently the disguise software only supports the .obj format for 3D meshes. This topic covers the .obj

export settings unique to Blender, 3ds Max, Maya, and Cinema 4D, which should be followed to ensure the

object is exported to the disguise software correctly.

3D Models Overview
Custom 3D models can be loaded in and utilized for your disguise scene visualisation. Currently the only
supported format of 3D models is .obj, for still and Alembic files .

Custom 3D objects can either have a baked in UV unwrap, or not. Objects with a UV unwrap can be used
as screen objects to display content, while non-unwrapped ones can only be used as Prop objects used
for the visualiser.

Outlined in these tabs are the needed export settings for a custom OBJ to be used in disguise.

Blender
Blender Export Settings

1. Select the object to be exported from the 3D application. Note that the selection can not contain
any scene elements such as lights or cameras.

2. Select the 3D application's export utility.

3. Select the .obj format from the list of available formats.

Alembic-Files.html
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Export settings for Blender

Maya
Maya Export Settings

1. Select the object to be exported from the 3D application. Note that the selection can not contain
any scene elements such as lights or cameras.

2. Select the 3D application's export utility.

3. Select the .obj format from the list of available formats.
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Export settings for Maya

3ds Max
3ds Export Settings

1. Select the object to be exported from the 3D application. Note that the selection can not contain
any scene elements such as lights or cameras.

2. Select the 3D application's export utility.

3. Select the .obj format from the list of available formats.

Deselect shapes, lines, hidden objects, normals, smoothing groups, material, and material
libraries. disguise does not support these.

If the object is to become a screen or a textured prop, select texture coordinates, which will
export the object's UV map.

Select flip yz-axis to ensure the object is orientated correctly in the disguise software.
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Export settings for 3ds Max

Save the .obj file in the disguise Project folder in the following directory: Projects > Project Name >
objects > Mesh.

To read more about where to place media, see the Placing media files for a project page.

../../../../Getting-started/Project-Structure/Placing-media-files.html
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A list of .obj files exported from 3ds Max to a disguise Project folder.

Please note: We recommend triangulating faces before exporting models for use in the
disguise software.
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Cinema 4D
C4D Export Settings

1. Select the object to be exported from the 3D application. Note that the selection can not contain
any scene elements such as lights or cameras.

2. Select the 3D application's export utility.

3. Select the .obj format from the list of available formats.

Export settings for C4D
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Optimising 3Dmodels
When preparing objects for the disguise software there are a number of processes to consider.

Objects should be divided into Screens and Props. 

Screens should only include the surfaces necessary to displayvideo content and may require re-
modelling by detaching or deleting unnecessary polygons.

Detached objects can be used in the disguise software as props, which are helpful for simulating
a show in the Stage visualiser to present to the client.

Objects should not exceed 150,000-200,000 vertices and may require remodelling by welding
unnecessary vertices.

Dividing 3D models into screens and props
In a 3D application an object can be detached into multiple sub-objects. This is necessary when dividing
a 3D model into screens and props for the disguise software. Screens are video displays such as LED
panels, projection surfaces and DMX fixtures, and props are scenographic elements such as audience
seating, stage floors and truss pieces.

Screens
A new disguise project contains the following .obj files to be used as screens: 

rectangle.obj

cylinder.obj

concave.obj

dome.obj

Please note: the rectangle.obj, concave.obj and puffersphere.obj file is generated in the
software and is not visible in the mesh library. 

Stage-overview.html
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Complex screens, for example a building or a car, require 3D modelling and UV mapping tools available
in 3D applications. For further information see the LED screen examples and the Projection screen
examples.

Props
Parts of an object which are not required to display video content can be used in the disguise software
as props. The image below shows the Ralph Lauren London Flagship Store divided into two sub-objects:
a screen to display video content and a prop to simulate the building's top and bottom. In the disguise
software a prop can be customised to simulate the object more realistically including the ability to map
paint textures to it. For further information see the Editing Props page.

The Ralph Lauren Flagship Store divided into a screen and a prop in disguise.

Deleting overlapping faces
Delete all overlapping faces from the object. It is important to understand when video content is mapped
to the screen in the disguise software, any surfaces with overlapping faces will display overlapping
content. To test this, map a Radar layer to the screen.

Reducing the number of vertices
In the disguise software, the Stage should not exceed 150,000-200,000 vertices. It is recommended to
reduce the total number of vertices by welding them together, which should be done in a 3D
application. Be careful not to delete too many vertices because this may lower playback quality, but on
the other hand too many vertices may lower playback performance. A balance between quality and
performance is necessary.

Editing-props.html
Radar.html
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Please note: during a live show it is recommended to remove props from the Stage in order to
optimise playback performance. For further information see the Creating and removing
props page.

Helpful resources

3ds Max

Editing geometry

Deleting faces

Welding vertices

Maya

Editing geometry

Deleting faces

Welding vertices

Creating-removing-props.html
Creating-removing-props.html
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-89D446C3-87F6-4A26-B168-2398E715F87A.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-B7EB1DBC-1D02-4C54-9EEE-C66C448E74DE.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-697BAC48-F5F7-4B5B-9E98-DF979887AEA6.htm
http://download.autodesk.com/global/docs/maya2014/en_us/files/GUID-6392A0B4-8EEB-4620-8D0F-FF7BA954063D.htm
http://download.autodesk.com/global/docs/maya2014/en_us/files/Editing_polygons_Reduce_the_number_of_faces_in_a_mesh.htm
http://download.autodesk.com/global/docs/maya2014/en_us/files/Combining_separating_and_splitting_Merge_vertices_edges_or_faces_into_one_vertex.htm
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Orientation
When preparing objects for the disguise software they should be orientated accurately.

In the 3D application rotate the object in a south-north direction. Doing so will help ensure the
object is clearly viewed from the camera's home position in the disguise software, which can
be enabled by selecting the F12 button.

To read more about camera controls, see the Navigating Stage sub-chapter.

The Ralph Lauren London Flagship Store orientated incorrectly in 3ds Max, set in a west-east direction.

Stage-overview.html
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The Ralph Lauren London Flagship Store orientated correctly in 3ds Max, set in a south-north direction.

Helpful Resources

3ds Max

Orientating objects

Maya

Orientating objects

Scaling objects

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-CE714983-3FCD-4C76-BB3A-7B2C5B0C4F5E.htm
http://download.autodesk.com/global/docs/maya2014/en_us/files/Transforming_objects_Move_rotate_or_scale_objects_and_components.htm
http://download.autodesk.com/global/docs/maya2014/en_us/files/Transforming_objects_Move_rotate_or_scale_objects_and_components.htm
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Position
When preparing objects for the disguise software they should be positioned accurately. 

In the 3D application align the object to the scene's origin. The origin is 0,0,0 in 3D space
corresponding to the x,y,z axes. 

It is highly recommended to align the object's base to the origin on the vertical axis. Doing so will
help ensure the object's vertical position can be easily referenced in the disguise software, which
is particularly helpful during projector calibration.

Pivot points 
The .obj file format does not save pivot points. Therefore, before exporting objects to the disguise
software it is important to understand if and how the object should rotate.

If the object should rotate around the origin, then in the 3D application offset the object from the
origin before exporting it to the disguise software.

If the object should rotate around a pivot point, then in the 3D application align the object's pivot
point to the origin before exporting it to the disguise software. In the software, the object can be
offset to any position and it will always rotate around this pivot point.

For further information see the Exporting 3D models page.

Projector-Simulation-overview.html
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The Ralph Lauren London Flagship Store offset from the origin in 3ds Max.

The Ralph Lauren London Flagship Store aligned to the origin in 3ds Max.
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Helpful Resources

3ds Max

Positioning objects

Maya

Positioning objects

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-14658086-ACD6-480D-A31D-8075C0F40633.htm
http://download.autodesk.com/global/docs/maya2014/en_us/files/Transforming_objects_Move_rotate_or_scale_objects_and_components.htm
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Scale
When preparing objects for the disguise software they should be scaled accurately. 

In the 3D application set the system unit to metres, because the disguise software automatically
rescales objects to metres. Doing so will help ensure the object is correctly scaled. If working in
feet and inches, you should rescale the object to metres before exporting it to the disguise
software.

If the object in the disguise software is too large or too small it can be rescaled using the Screen
editor.

Please note:  Maya only exports objects to centimetres and therefore in the disguise
software they are rescaled 100:1. To avoid this, before exporting the object to disguise, rescale
it 1:100.

Screen-editor.html
Screen-editor.html
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The Ralph Lauren London Flagship Store scaled incorrectly in 3ds Max, set to 1:10 scale.

The Ralph Lauren London Flagship Store scaled correctly in 3ds Max, set to 1:1 scale.
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Helpful Resources

3ds Max

Scaling objects

Maya

Scaling objects

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-DB3190F4-8110-4488-8ABA-7D4C801037A8.htm
http://download.autodesk.com/global/docs/maya2014/en_us/files/Transforming_objects_Move_rotate_or_scale_objects_and_components.htm
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Understanding .obj files
An .obj file is a format containing data for an object's vertices, polygons and texture coordinates.

The image below shows a disguise project containing common .obj files which can be separated into
two categories: Screens and Props. A Screen is an object representing a video display, for example a
projection dome, and requires a UV map to display video content. A Prop is an object representing a
scenographic element, for example a theatre venue, and does not always require a UV map. To read
more about where to place media, see the Placing media files for a project page. To read more about UV
mapping, see the What is UV mapping page.

Common .obj files contained in the disguise Start project.

Helpful Resources

Wavefront OBJ File Format Summary

Placing-media-files.html
http://www.fileformat.info/format/wavefrontobj/egff.htm
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UVmapping overview

This sub-chapter will teach you the specific principles necessary to UV map 3D models for the disguise

software.

Topics include:

What is UV mapping?

How does disguise sample UV maps?

The UV map as the hardware output

The UV map as the content template

Editing UV maps

Exporting UV maps
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What is UV mapping?
UV mapping is the process of generating a 2D representation of a 3D object.

This 2D representation is constructed from UV coordinates, which are commonly known as texture
coordinates. U represents the horizontal axis and V represents the vertical axis. Each UV coordinate has a
corresponding point in 3D space called a vertice. Together vertices form edges, edges form faces, faces
form polygons, and polygons form surfaces. The image below shows how a cube in 3D space can be
unwrapped into a texture in 2D space to generate a UV map.

A 3D cube being unwrapped into a 2D representation to generate a UV map.

A UV map can be generated automatically by a 3D application, for example 3ds Max, Maya, Cinema
4D and Blender, but normally the UV map requires editing manually. To read more about editing UV
maps see the Editing UV maps page.

Example UV map
The image below shows a plane constructed from four vertices with four corresponding texture
coordinates. The top-left vertice corresponds to the top-left texture coordinate and the bottom-right
vertice corresponds to the bottom-right texture coordinate. For further information see the LED screen
examples and the Projection screen examples.

http://www.autodesk.co.uk/products/autodesk-3ds-max/overview
http://www.autodesk.co.uk/products/autodesk-maya/overview
https://www.maxon.net/en/products/cinema-4d/overview/
https://www.maxon.net/en/products/cinema-4d/overview/
http://www.blender.org/
#editing-uv-maps
#led-screen-examples-overview
#led-screen-examples-overview
#projection-screen-examples-overview
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A plane modelled and UV mapped in 3ds Max. The plane's top-left vertice corresponds to the top-left texture coordinate (1), and
the bottom-right vertice corresponds to the bottom-right texture coordinate (2).

Helpful Resources

3ds Max

UV mapping overview

Maya

UV mapping overview

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-8D4509A6-0C08-4E7F-A459-BE60959E57DE.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/index.html?url=files/GUID-8D4509A6-0C08-4E7F-A459-BE60959E57DE.htm,topicNumber=d30e455229
http://download.autodesk.com/global/docs/maya2014/en_us/files/UV_mapping_overview_Introduction_to_UV_mapping.htm
http://download.autodesk.com/global/docs/maya2014/en_us/index.html?url=files/UV_mapping_overview_Introduction_to_UV_mapping.htm,topicNumber=d30e218945
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How does d3 sample UVmaps?
In the disguise software, all meshes used for displays such as LED screens or Projection surfaces require

a UV map to function. This is important because if a display does not contain a UV map it will display black

and cannot be used for any mapping or output.

A UV map tells disguise how to translate back and forth between the 2D source content and the mesh's
3D polygons for visualisation and to enable disguise's 3D content mapping & projection mapping
capabilities.

A UV map does not specify the aspect ratio or resolution of the mesh. UVs are defined in what is called
'normalised coordinates', which means they must have values between 0 and 1 on both the U and V
axes, and there should not be any gaps left at the edges of the UV 'box'.

This normalised property of UV maps enables you to select the appropriate resolution and aspect ratio
based on artistic and technical requirements from within the d3 visualiser. The aspect ratio of the display
is usually defined by the position and size of the 3D geometry of the mesh, while the resolution is
determined based on the LED product or projector type and positioning within d3, depending on the
display technology used. Aspect ratio is determined by the ratio between the horizontal and vertical
dimensions of the display resolution.

For example, if the disguise software is started with a standard 'rectangle' mesh on a display, the mesh
has 4 vertices in each corner with normalised UV coordinates at (0,0), (0,1), (1,0), and (1,1). The display is
set to 1920x1080 resolution. The software will sample source content 1920 times across each of the 1080
lines stretching across the mesh polygons. If d3 wishes to know the 3D location of the second pixel on
the second line, the UV coordinate (0.0005, 0.0009), or (1/1920, 1/1080) is found, and d3 calculates the
corresponding 3D location.
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Screen in disguise sampling the UV map shown in 3ds Max. The screen's top left pixel is sampling the UV map's top left quad.

Normalising UV maps
Normalising is the process of scaling the UV map to fill UV space entirely from a range of 0-1 in both the
U and V axes. When disguise samples the UV map it will capture the entire UV space. Therefore, it is
important to normalise the UV map correctly while setting the resolution of the screen in disguise
correctly, because together these will determine how video content is mapped to the screen.

The normalised UV map is capable of generating uniform pixels across the 3D model if the resolution of
the screen is set correctly in the disguise software. To do so, the resolution must be set to a non-
square aspect, and this is possible because disguise can read textures with different horizontal and
vertical resolutions. However, a non-normalised UV map is capable of generating uniform pixels too,
although in this case the resolution should be set to a square aspect in disguise, for example 1024x1024
pixels. However, here the disadvantage is the UV map is sampling less UV space, resulting in more
virtual pixels that will not be visible in disguise. To read more about setting screen resolutions see the
Screen properties page.

Screen-properties.html
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The UV map has been normalised allowing for all pixels set in disguise's screen editor to be assigned on the screen.

Helpful Resources

Normalize UV's (Maya)

PolyUnwrapper (3ds Max plugin)

http://download.autodesk.com/us/maya/2009help/index.html?url=Edit_UVs__Normalize.htm,topicNumber=d0e261638
http://www.scriptspot.com/3ds-max/scripts/polyunwrapper
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Editing UVmaps
Usually after you’ve generated an appropriate UV map you may still need to edit the UV coordinates

manually. Regardless if you have to do that or not you should always inspect the UV layout before

exporting the object. 3d Max, Maya and Cinema4D offers powerful tools and plugins to do so. 

The most commonly used operations for editing UV coordinates are:

Re-scale UV coordinates horizontally or vertically, or both.

Move UV vertices and/or faces.

Rotate UV coordinates.

Mirror UV coordinates.

Snap UV coordinates to each other.

Relax UV coordinates.

Normalize UV coordinates.
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UV editor of 3ds Max

UV editor of Maya
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UV editor of Cinema4D

UV editor of Blender
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Helpful resources

3ds Max

Unwrap UVWModifier

Edit UVW 

Maya

UV editor

Viewing and evaluating UVs

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/13/ENU/Autodesk 3ds Max 2011 Help/index.html?url=./files/WSf742dab04106313366400bf6112a1cea097-7ed0.htm,topicNumber=d0e89004
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-A7CC32F5-40BE-4DE5-A364-05E7986D4BA5.htm#
http://download.autodesk.com/global/docs/maya2014/en_us/files/GUID-73BF7546-3BF2-44F3-9192-15A024CEC173.htm#
http://download.autodesk.com/global/docs/maya2014/en_us/index.html?url=files/UV_mapping_overview_Viewing_and_evaluating_UVs.htm,topicNumber=d30e219275
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Rendering UVmaps to content

templates
If rendering the UV map to a template image with the correct resolution ("correct" referring to sufficient

pixel density and square pixels) it can be used as a background image for a 2D animator. Assuming that

the animator creates graphics within the geometries and lines of the UV map, the rendered content will

perfectly map back again onto corresponding faces of the 3D model.

3ds Max, Maya and Cinema4d can render out the UV map to a preferred resolution with different shading
options. 

Useful external link: 

Render Uv's Dialog (3ds Max)

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/15/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/index.html?url=files/GUID-4525C148-7DC9-4FE4-8C34-0B174CD8E0D6.htm,topicNumber=d30e112595
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A good trick to ensure square pixels is, except applying a pixel perfect square using the bitmap
layer described in the Setting resolutions and rendering UV maps page, is to also bring the rendered UV
template into Photoshop and add a perfect square and circle to it. If applying the template as Direct
map inside the disguise software, the square and circle should still appear as a perfect square and circle.
If not, your resolution is set incorrectly. In order to verify correct mirroring of the UV coordinates, and to
give the content creator an idea what screen his making content for it’s also a good idea to write the
name of the screen and its resolution.

Direct-mapping.html
Direct-mapping.html
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For complex unwrapped surfaces you may need to highlight specific areas in the 2D unwrapped
template, apply the template in disguise and make a screenshot of it being applied onto the screen.

The animator can now know what area in the 2D template that represents what part on the 3D model. Of
course, best approach is that the content creator has a copy of Designer so he/she can test out the
content himself.

Designer-overview.html#.Ue1hNZVoYwM
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The UVmap as the content template
As explained on the previous page, the UV map determines the output to the LED processor.

However, preparing UV maps for projection surfaces requires a different workflow.

Normally the projection surface is unwrapped into a texture that the content creator can generate video
content from, in a similar way to how artists texture 3D models in the video games industry. The UV map
is rendered into a content template to be placed as a background in Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, After
Effects or any other image / video editing application. The template's resolution is calculated from two
variables: aspect and density.

The template's aspect ratio should match the UV map's to enable square pixels. This requires
knowing precisely how the UV coordinates have been mapped to the 3D model. If the aspect is
calculated incorrectly the rendered content may appear stretched across the projection surface.

The template's pixel density should match, or preferably exceed, the projector's to enable a
1:1 pixel density. This requires knowing precisely how many pixels produced by the projector will
hit the projection surface. If the density is calculated incorrectly the content may appear pixelated
across the projection surface.

When video content has been rendered from the content template, it can then be Direct mapped to the
screen in disguise. The content will map perfectly to the 3D model if the UV map for the template
matches the UV map for the screen. In the disguise software, virtual projectors can be configured to
sample content from the screen, and in realtime the sampled content is outputted to the physical
projectors. Therefore, the projector outputs are independent of the content, which means the creative
workflow for the content creator is separated from the technical workflow for the hardware technicians,
as explained in The UV Map as the Hardware Output page.

Example 
The example below demonstrates how the unwrapped UV map is rendered into a 2D image which can
be used as a background template for 2D animations. When re-applied onto the screen in the disguise
software, the same template perfectly maps onto the 3D geometry. Virtual projectors are then sampling
different parts of the screen and sends the output to the physical projectors. In this example, three HD
projectors are covering the screen. This example below is identical to the example on the Pixel-perfect
mapping page except the details how to create the UV map. 

Direct-mapping.html
Projector-Simulation-overview.html
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Step 1 - initial UV unwrap
The UV map has been unwrapped and normalised. See the Pixel Perfect Mapping page for more details
how to create the UV map.

The UV map of the linear screen has been unwrapped and normalized. 

Step 2 - Rendering UV maps to content templates
The image below shows the content template, which was rendered from the UV map. The template's
resolution was calculated by:

#pixel-perfect-mapping
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Knowing precisely how many pixels produced by the projector will hit the projection surface,
across either the horizontal or vertical axis.

Dividing this value by the projection surface's dimension across the chosen axis, to calculate
a pixel density.

Multiplying the pixel density by the remaining axis' dimension, to calculate its resolution.

UV map rendered to a content template. 

It is important to measure the projection surface's dimensions based on the UV map. In this case,
the total length of the extruded spline should be measured, because the extrusion automatically
generated the normalised UV map.
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By calculating both the template's horizontal and vertical resolutions from a single pixel density value,
the content should enable square pixels. This is important because if the resolution is calculated
incorrectly the content may appear stretched across the projection surface. The template's resolution
is 3698x1080 pixels. This was calculated by:

Knowing approximately 1080 pixels will hit the projection surface vertically.

1080 pixels / 5 metres (the projection surface's height) = 216 pixels per metre (hitting the
projection surface vertically).

216 pixels x 17.12 metres (the projection surface's length) = 3698 pixels (the horizontal
resolution).

As a result, the aspect of the template's resolution should match that of the surface's dimensions. This
can be checked by:
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Dividing the template's horizontal resolution by the vertical resolution.

Dividing the surface's length by the physical height (remember to base the measurements on
the UV map, explained earlier).

In this case:

3698 / 1080 = 3.424

17.2 / 5 = 3.424

Both values are matching, which indicates the template's resolution is correct. To double-check this, a
uniform square and circle should be drawn on the template in an image editing application, for
example Adobe Illustrator, before the template is exported to disguise. If the square and circle appear
uniform across the screen in disguise the template's resolution is correct.

Step 3 - Mapping content to screens
The image below shows the content template directly mapped to the screen in disguise, which was
exported as an .obj file from 3ds Max. In the disguise software, three HD virtual projectors have been
configured to sample content from the screen. Each virtual projector samples a different part of the
screen, and in realtime the sampled content is outputted to the physical projectors by three unique
feeds.

Please note: Remember to set the resolution of the screen in disguise to match the content
template by opening the Screen editor.

http://www.adobe.com/uk/products/illustrator.html
Screen-editor.html
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Template re-applied on the screen in disguise.

Step 4 - Outputting content to projectors
The image below shows the three unique feeds to be outputted to the physical projectors. If a
virtual projector changes position its corresponding output will automatically update in realtime to
show the virtual projector's updated point of view. Therefore, if a virtual projector's position changes
onsite, content does not require rerendering, because the outputs are independent of the content. To
read more about disguise's projector simulation toolkit see the Projector simulation chapter, which
explains how to quick calibrate, warp, and blend projectors.

Projector-Simulation-overview.html
Quick-Calibration-overview.html
Warping-outputs.html
Blending-masking-outputs.html
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The automatically generated outputs from the three virtual projectors. 

Helpful Resources

Unwrapping UV maps 3ds Max

Unwrapping UV maps in Maya

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-EA10E59F-DE7F-497E-B399-6CF213A02C8D.htm
http://download.autodesk.com/global/docs/maya2014/en_us/files/Editing_UVs_Unfold_a_UV_mesh.htm
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The UVmap as the hardware output
Direct mapping means that content is being applied directly onto the UV map of the screen's mesh, inside

disguise's visualiser. But the UV map itself, set to the assigned resolution by the screen editor also turns

into the output that can be added to the displayhead and further sent to the LED processor. The output is

captured by the processor pixel per pixel and sent to the physcial LED technology. As LED processors only

can capture strict rectangular outputs it is therefore necessary to generate a precise grid-like UV map for

LED screens. 

Creative and Technical workflow separation
With the disguise software’s advanced capabilities of mapping surfaces in various ways (using the
different Mapping types), you are not bound not to make content only according to the layout of the UV
map or resolution of the screens. Content can for example be virtually projected using a Parallel map,
Perspective map, Cylindrical map, Radial map, or re-distributed using a Feed map. Only when using a
Direct Map the content is applied directly onto the UV coordinates. When virtually projecting the content
onto the pixels using a Parallel map the content instead gets "baked" it into the respective UV maps of all
screens included in the map while the output always stays in the format of the UV maps. 

With this unique system, you can use multiple content templates (i.e. mapping types) throughout your
project while the outputs always stay in the same format defined by the UV map of the screens. As a
result of this the content workflow and the technical output get separated; the content people can work
from content templates that don't reflect the layout of the outputs. 

In the example below a screen made of 20 Mistrips receives content from a Parallel map. The Parallel
map virtually projects the content into the UV coordinates of the object, i.e the content gets baked into
the UV coordinates as explained above.  However, the output is still in the format of the UV map and is to
be captured by a LED processor.

Direct-mapping.html
Parallel-mapping.html
Perspective-mapping.html
Cylindrical-mapping.html
Radial-mapping.html
Feed-mapping.html#feed-mapping
Mapping-types-overview.html
Parallel-mapping.html
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Content rendered out onto a display head for an LED processor to receive from disguise. 

Re-configure the outputs 
If the output does not match the LED processor's specifications, it can be reconfigured
using disguise's quick editing controls including the ability to re-position, chop, mirror, and rotate the
output.

This allows for even more freedom and separation between the creative and technical workflow. 

Editing-Feed-rectangles.html
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Same example as above but the output has been reconfigured using disguise's quick editing controls.
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Projection Examples Overview

This sub-chapter will teach you how to UV map Projection screens for the disguise software. The following

examples revisit the UV mapping principles covered in the previous sub-chapter. Therefore, it is

recommended to read this first.

Topics include:

Cylindrical Mapping

Pelt Mapping

Perspective Mapping

Pixel Perfect Mapping

Planar Mapping

Shrink Wrapping

Spline Mapping
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Projection Examples Overview
This sub-chapter will teach you how to UV map Projection screens for the disguise software. The following

examples revisit the UV mapping principles covered in the previous sub-chapter. Therefore, it is

recommended to read this first.

Topics include:

Cylindrical Mapping

Pelt Mapping

Perspective Mapping

Pixel Perfect Mapping

Planar Mapping

Shrink Wrapping

Spline Mapping
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Cylindrical mapping
Cylindrical mapping is suitable for projection surfaces wrapping around 360 degrees, for example a

cylinder or a bottle.

How the UV map is generated
The Cylindrical map will cylindrically project UV coordinates to the surface, by arraying the
map around 360 degrees. This will enable symmetrical content to flow across the
surface smoothly. However, because the UV map is joined at a seam, asymmetrical content will not flow
around the surface smoothly.

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-78327298-4741-470C-848D-4C3618B18FCA.htm
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Step 1 - Generating the UV map (3ds Max)
1. Select the UVWMap modifier.

2. From the list of projection types select cylindrical.

3. The cylindrical map will project UV coordinates from its normals to the surface. Therefore, it is
necessary to fit the cylindrical map's position, orientation and scale to the surface.

4. Select the Unwrap UVW modifier.

5. Open the Edit UVWs window to view the UV map.

The image below shows a non-uniform checker pattern rendered to the surface, which indicates the
UV map has an uneven distribution of UV coordinates. To fully unwrap the surface the UV map should
be relaxed.

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-78327298-4741-470C-848D-4C3618B18FCA.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-41B1C829-4551-4274-8F8C-D860C0810DAE.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-EA10E59F-DE7F-497E-B399-6CF213A02C8D.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-A7CC32F5-40BE-4DE5-A364-05E7986D4BA5.htm
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A 3D model of a coke bottle cylindrically mapped in 3ds Max.

Step 2 - Rendering UV maps to content templates
The images below show two content templates mapped to the screen in the disguise software. The
template's resolution was calculated by following the same technique used for Shrink wrapped
projection surfaces, because when a surface is Cylindrically mapped it is problematic to calculate the
resolution mathematically.

If a horizontal line is drawn across the template, in disguise it will seamlessly map to the screen.
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A 2D content template rendered from 3ds Max and applied to the coke bottle in disguise. Notice how the horizontal line maps
onto the 3D model seamlessly.

If a diagonal line is drawn across the template, in disguise it will reveal a seam when mapped to the
screen.
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A 2D content template rendered from 3ds Max and applied to the coke bottle in disguise. Notice how the diagonal line reveals a
seam at its start and end points.

Helpful resources

Projecting cylindrical maps in 3ds Max

Unwrapping UVs in 3ds Max

Editing UVs in 3ds Max

Flattening UVs in 3ds Max

Unfolding UVs in 3ds Max

Rendering content templates in 3ds Max

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-78327298-4741-470C-848D-4C3618B18FCA.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-EA10E59F-DE7F-497E-B399-6CF213A02C8D.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-A7CC32F5-40BE-4DE5-A364-05E7986D4BA5.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-1DED6F38-8F4B-4E3D-86F3-3A727AC85888.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-F26DC276-6FFC-4059-B92E-0439A3A50CD8.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-4525C148-7DC9-4FE4-8C34-0B174CD8E0D6.htm
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Pelt mapping
Pelt mapping is suitable for projection surfaces curving across multiple axes, which are problematic to

unwrap using other mapping types, for example a body or a head.

How the UV map is generated
The Pelt map features a stretcher that can be manipulated by springs to pull the UV map outwards. This
enables precision control over the UV coordinates to ensure they are evenly distributed across the
most complex surfaces, which other mapping types are incapable of completely unwrapping.

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/index.html?url=files/GUID-78327298-4741-470C-848D-4C3618B18FCA.htm,topicNumber=d30e271295
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Step 1 - Generating the UV map (3ds Max)
1. Select the Unwrap UVW modifier.

2. From the list of projection types select pelt mapping.

3. Open the Edit UVWs window to view the UV map.

The image below shows a non-uniform checker pattern rendered to the surface, which
indicates the UV map has an uneven distribution of UV coordinates.

4. To fully unwrap the surface the pelt map's stretchers should be pulled outwards until the UV
map accurately represents the true shape of the projection surface.

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-EA10E59F-DE7F-497E-B399-6CF213A02C8D.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-08EAEC2D-6532-4EE6-94EE-FFCD93581D49.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-A7CC32F5-40BE-4DE5-A364-05E7986D4BA5.htm
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A 3D model of a human head pelt mapped in 3ds Max.
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Step 2 - Rendering UV maps to content templates
The images below show the content template mapped to the screen in disguise. The template's
resolution was calculated by following the same technique used for Shrink wrapped / Cylindrical
mapped projection surfaces, because when a surface is Pelt mapped it is problematic to calculate the
resolution mathematically.

Helpful Resources
Projecting pelt maps in 3ds Max

Unwrapping UVs in 3ds Max

Editing UVs in 3ds Max

Rendering content templates in 3ds Max

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/index.html
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/index.html
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-A7CC32F5-40BE-4DE5-A364-05E7986D4BA5.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-4525C148-7DC9-4FE4-8C34-0B174CD8E0D6.htm
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Perspective Mapping
Perspective mapping is suitable for projection surfaces to display content rendered to a single point of

view, for example building blocks animating into a building. However, perspective mapping is also suitable

for 2D content, as explained below.

How the UV map is generated
A camera can perspective project UV coordinates from its point of view to the surface. The UV map can
then be rendered to a content template to be placed as a background in Adobe After Effects. Here the
content creator can render 2D content and in the disguise software the content will map perfectly to the
screen. The 2D content will appear correct from any point of view.

In a 3D application the content creator can also render 3D content by rendering 3D effects from a
camera's point of view. The render camera should match the position of the previous camera, and the
3D content should be rendered to a resolution that matches the 2D content. The mapped 3D content will
only appear correct from the render camera's point of view. Therefore, both cameras should be
positioned to the point of view from which the audience will view the projection surface.
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Step 1 - Generating the UV map (3ds Max)
1. Create a camera in your 3D scene.

2. Adjust its position, field of view and zoom, to capture the surface's outer edge. In the camera's
viewport safe frames can be enabled to show the captured area more clearly.

3. Select the surface and apply a Camera Map modifier.

4. From the Camera Map modifier pick camera. The camera will perspective project UV
coordinates onto the surface.

5. Select the Unwrap UVWmodifier.

6. Open the Edit UVWs window to view the UV map.

The image here shows a non-uniform checker pattern rendered to the surface. However, from the
camera's point of view the UV map will appear to have an even distribution of UV coordinates.
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Step 2 - Rendering UV maps to content templates
The images below show the content template and how its resolution was calculated. The
template's resolution was calculated from the render settings set to generate 3D content,
because when a projection surface is perspective mapped the UV map can be used to generate
both 2D and 3D content. Therefore, the 2D and 3D content should match in resolution.

The UV map can be rendered to a template to be placed as a background in Adobe After
Effects, to generate 2D content.

The UV map can have animated geometry baked into it in a 3D application, for example 3ds
Max, to generate 3D content.

The template's resolution is 4096x1576 pixels. This was calculated by:
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Knowing the aspect ratio of the camera's output (this is automatically generated by the camera
output's width and height, shown in the render settings).

Knowing precisely how many pixels produced by the projector will hit the projection surface,
across either the horizontal or vertical axis.

Multiplying or dividing this value by the aspect ratio, to calculate a resolution for the remaining
axis.

Therefore, the following calculations apply:

The camera's output has an aspect ratio of 2.599.

Approximately 4096 pixels will hit the projection surface horizontally.

4096 pixels / 2.599 = 1576 pixels (the vertical resolution).
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Render settings from 3ds Max.

The images below show the content template and examples of 2D and 3D content rendered from the
UV map.
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A 2D content template of the Ralph Lauren London Flagship Store rendered from 3ds Max.
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Pixel-perfect mapping
Pixel-perfect mapping is suitable for projection surfaces bending across one axis, for example a wall

constructed from multiple angled surfaces. 

How the UV map is generated
A spline can be extruded to recreate the surface with the UV map automatically generated. Because the
UV coordinates are generated by the extrusion, the UV map will have a perfectly even distribution of UV
coordinates.
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Step 1 - Generating the UV map (3ds Max)
1. Draw a spline that traces the surface's bottom edge.

2. Apply an Extrude modifier to extrude the spline to match the surface's height.

3. Ensure you have the box called generate mapping coordinates checked when extruding the
spline. Doing so will enable the extrusion to automatically generate a normalised UV map.

4. Select the Unwrap UVW modifier.

5. Open the Edit UVWs window to view the UV map.

6. Check the UV coordinates are correctly flipped by comparing the positions of the
surface's vertices to the UV map's texture coordinates. Before performing the check, ensure
the surface is orientated and viewed in a south-north (front-back) direction. The image below
shows the surface's top-left vertice corresponds to the UV map's top-left texture coordinate.
This is correct. If the UV coordinates were incorrectly flipped, in disguise, the video content
would be mirrored across the screen when Direct mapped, for example a Radar layer would
scan the screen in the opposite direction.

The image below shows a uniform checker pattern rendered to the surface, which indicates the UV
map has an even distribution of UV coordinates. If the checker pattern appeared non-uniform, i.e. the
checkers were differently sized, this would indicate the UV map had an uneven distribution of UV
coordinates.

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-1408D223-7A05-4163-A7FA-5314DF5352BE.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-A7CC32F5-40BE-4DE5-A364-05E7986D4BA5.htm
Direct-mapping.html
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A pixel-perfect UV mapped surface in 3ds Max.

Step 2 - Rendering UV maps to content templates
The image below shows the content template, which was rendered from the UV map. The template's
resolution was calculated by:

Knowing precisely how many pixels produced by the projector will hit the projection surface,
across either the horizontal or vertical axis.

Dividing this value by the projection surface's dimension across the chosen axis, to calculate
a pixel density.

Multiplying the pixel density by the remaining axis' dimension, to calculate its resolution.
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UV map rendered to a content template. 

It is important to measure the projection surface's dimensions based on the UV map. In this case, the
total length of the extruded spline should be measured, because the extrusion automatically generated
the normalised UV map
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By calculating both the template's horizontal and vertical resolutions from a single pixel density value,
the content should enable square pixels. This is important because if the resolution is calculated
incorrectly the content may appear stretched across the projection surface. The template's resolution
is 3698x1080 pixels. This was calculated by:

Knowing approximately 1080 pixels will hit the projection surface vertically.

1080 pixels / 5 meters (the projection surface's height) = 216 pixels per meter (hitting the
projection surface vertically).

216 pixels x 17.12 meters (the projection surface's length) = 3698 pixels (the horizontal
resolution).

As a result, the aspect of the template's resolution should match that of the surface's dimensions. This
can be checked by:
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Dividing the template's horizontal resolution by the vertical resolution.

Dividing the surface's length by the physical height (remember to base the measurements on
the UV map, explained earlier).

In this case:

3698 / 1080 = 3.424

17.2 / 5 = 3.424

Both values are matching, which indicates the template's resolution is correct. To double-check this, a
uniform square and circle should be drawn on the template in an image editing application, for
example Adobe Illustrator, before the template is exported to the disguise software. If the square and
circle appear uniform across the screen in disguise the template's resolution is correct.

Step 3 - Mapping content to screens
The image below shows the content template directly mapped to the screen in disguise, which was
exported as an .obj file from 3ds Max. In the disguise software three HD virtual projectors have been
configured to sample content from the screen. Each virtual projector samples a different part of the
screen, and in realtime the sampled content is outputted to the physical projectors by three unique
feeds.

Please note: Remember to set the resolution of the screen in disguise to match the content
template by opening the Screen editor.

http://www.adobe.com/uk/products/illustrator.html
Screen-editor.html
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Template re-applied on the screen in disguise.

Step 4 - Outputting content to projectors
The image below shows the three unique feeds to be outputted to the physical projectors. If a
virtual projector changes position its corresponding output will automatically update in realtime to
show the virtual projector's updated point of view. Therefore, if a virtual projector's position changes
onsite, content does not require re-rendering, because the outputs are independent of the content. To
read more about disguise's projector simulation toolkit see the Projector simulation chapter, which
explains how to quick calibrate, warp, and blend projectors using the disguise software.

The automatically generated outputs from the three virtual projectors. 

Helpful resources

Drawing splines in 3ds Max

Extruding splines in 3ds Max

Projector-Simulation-overview.html
Quick-Calibration-overview.html
Warping-outputs.html
Blending-masking-outputs.html
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-1408D223-7A05-4163-A7FA-5314DF5352BE.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-36DF6364-2624-4CE1-8AC0-5CEED91CB393.htm
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Unwrapping UVs in 3ds Max

Editing UVs in 3ds Max

Rendering content templates in 3ds Max

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-EA10E59F-DE7F-497E-B399-6CF213A02C8D.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-A7CC32F5-40BE-4DE5-A364-05E7986D4BA5.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-4525C148-7DC9-4FE4-8C34-0B174CD8E0D6.htm
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Planar mapping

Planar mapping is suitable for projection surfaces that have:

flat surfaces requiring one side to be UV mapped

shallow surfaces requiring multiple oblique sides to be UV mapped

for example a plane or a facade

How the UV map is generated
The Planar map will parallel project UV coordinates to the surface. Therefore, it is important to align the
Planar map's position, orientation and scale to the surface.

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/index.html?url=files/GUID-78327298-4741-470C-848D-4C3618B18FCA.htm,topicNumber=d30e271295
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Step 1 - Generating the UV map (3ds Max)
1. Select the UVWMap modifier.

2. From the list of projection types select planar.

3. The Planar map will project UV coordinates from its normals to the surface. Therefore, it is
necessary to fit the planar map's position, orientation and scale to the surface.

4. Select the Unwrap UVW modifier.

5. Open the Edit UVWs window to view the UV map.

The image here shows a uniform checker pattern rendered to the surface, which indicates the UV map
has an even distribution of UV coordinates, for all areas facing towards the Planar map. As a result,
those areas have a higher UV density than the areas facingaway from the Planar map. For example, the
windows' side faces have a lower UV density, which will result in content appearing stretched. To avoid
this the UV map should be relaxed.

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-78327298-4741-470C-848D-4C3618B18FCA.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-41B1C829-4551-4274-8F8C-D860C0810DAE.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-EA10E59F-DE7F-497E-B399-6CF213A02C8D.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-A7CC32F5-40BE-4DE5-A364-05E7986D4BA5.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-48B2004C-9A5C-43BE-9040-5EE34E3F38E3.htm
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A 3D model of the Buckingham Palace planar mapped in 3ds Max.

Step 2 - Rendering UV maps to content templates
The image below shows the content template, which was rendered from the UV map. The template's
resolution was calculated by following the same technique used for pixel-perfect projection surfaces.
However, the key difference is this template was calculated by measuring the dimensions of the Planar
map object, because in this case the Planar map automatically generated the normalised UV map.
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A 2D content template of the Buckingham Palace rendered from 3ds Max.

Helpful Resources

Projecting planar maps in 3ds Max

Unwrapping UVs in 3ds Max

Editing UVs in 3ds Max

Relaxing UVs in 3ds Max

Rendering content templates in 3ds Max

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-78327298-4741-470C-848D-4C3618B18FCA.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-EA10E59F-DE7F-497E-B399-6CF213A02C8D.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-A7CC32F5-40BE-4DE5-A364-05E7986D4BA5.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-48B2004C-9A5C-43BE-9040-5EE34E3F38E3.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-4525C148-7DC9-4FE4-8C34-0B174CD8E0D6.htm
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Shrink wrapping
Shrink wrapping is suitable for projection surfaces curving across multiple axes, for example a sphere or a

car. However, depending on the creative requirements, a Pelt map may be more suitable.

How the UV map is generated
The Shrink wrap will spherically project UV coordinates to the surface, by truncating the corners of the
map and joining them at a single pole. This will enable content to flow across the surface smoothly,
because the UV map will only contain one singularity.

Step 1 - Generating the UV map (3ds Max)

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/index.html?url=files/GUID-78327298-4741-470C-848D-4C3618B18FCA.htm,topicNumber=d30e271295
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1. Select the UVWMap modifier.

2. From the list of projection types select shrink wrap.

3. The shrink wrap will project UV coordinates from its normals to the surface. Therefore, it is
necessary to fit the shrink wrap's position, orientation and scale to the surface.

4. Select the Unwrap UVWmodifier.

5. Open the Edit UVWs window to view the UV map.

The image below shows a non-uniform checker pattern rendered to the surface, which indicates the
UV map has an uneven distribution of UV coordinates. To fully unwrap the surface the UV map should
be relaxed.

A 3D model of the Audi A7 mesh shrink wrapped in 3ds Max.

Step 2 - Rendering UV maps to content templates
The images below show the content template and how its resolution was calculated. When a
projection surface is shrink wrapped, it is problematic to calculate the resolution mathematically.
However, it is possible to calculate the resolution visually. The template's resolution is 3448x1424
pixels. This was calculated following the steps below:

1. Export the projection surface as an .obj from the 3D application to the disguise software.
Remember to export the .obj's  texture coordinates, as explained in the Exporting UV maps

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-78327298-4741-470C-848D-4C3618B18FCA.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-41B1C829-4551-4274-8F8C-D860C0810DAE.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-EA10E59F-DE7F-497E-B399-6CF213A02C8D.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-A7CC32F5-40BE-4DE5-A364-05E7986D4BA5.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-48B2004C-9A5C-43BE-9040-5EE34E3F38E3.htm
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page.

2. In disguise add the .obj to the Stage as a Screen.

3. Create a Bitmap layer on the Timeline.

4. From the layer's DxTexture library, select a texture with a square aspect.

5. Direct map the texture to the screen.

6. Set the layer's scale mode to pixel-perfect.

7. From the screen's editor, set a resolution for the horizontal or vertical axis that matches,
or preferably exceeds, the projector's pixel density. This requires knowing precisely how
many pixels produced by the projector will hit the projection surface.

8. Increase / decrease the screen's resolution across the remaining axis until the texture appears
square. This will ensure square pixels are enabled.

9. Offset the texture using the pos x and y parameters, to check square pixels are visible across
the entire surface.

Stage-overview.html
Creating-screens.html
Bitmap.html
Timeline-overview.html
Direct-mapping.html
Screen-editor.html
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A square Bitmap Direct mapped to the car screen in disguise.
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A content template rendered from the Audi A7 UV map with a paint texture baked into the shrink wrap.

Helpful Resources

Projecting shrink wraps in 3ds Max

Unwrapping UVs in 3ds Max

Editing UVs in 3ds Max

Flattening UVs in 3ds Max

Unfolding UVs in 3ds Max

Rendering content templates in 3ds Max

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-78327298-4741-470C-848D-4C3618B18FCA.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-EA10E59F-DE7F-497E-B399-6CF213A02C8D.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-A7CC32F5-40BE-4DE5-A364-05E7986D4BA5.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-1DED6F38-8F4B-4E3D-86F3-3A727AC85888.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-F26DC276-6FFC-4059-B92E-0439A3A50CD8.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-4525C148-7DC9-4FE4-8C34-0B174CD8E0D6.htm
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Spline mapping
Spline mapping is suitable for projection surfaces curving across multiple axes, for example a coiled snake

or a winding road.

How the UV map is generated
The Spline map will extrude UV coordinates from a selected spline to be projected to the surface. This
will enable content to flow across the surface smoothly, because the UV coordinates will match the
surface's curvature.

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-0ECEB654-76FB-4C2F-9CCD-57A03EA3A9C0.htm
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Step 1 - Generating the UV map (3ds Max)
1. Draw a spline that snaps to the surface's bottom edge.

2. Plot all the vertices in the same vertical position to ensure the UV projection is orientated
correctly.

3. Plot the spline across the surface's widest points to ensure the UV projection is assigned to
the entire surface.

4. Select the Unwrap UVWmodifier.

5. Select all of the surface's faces.

6. From the list of projection types select spline mapping.

7. From the spline map's parameters select pick spline.

8. Open the Edit UVWs window to view the UV map.

9. Rotate and normalise the UV map, if necessary.

The image here shows a uniform checker pattern rendered to the surface, which indicates the UV map
has an even distribution of UV coordinates.

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-1408D223-7A05-4163-A7FA-5314DF5352BE.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-EA10E59F-DE7F-497E-B399-6CF213A02C8D.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-0ECEB654-76FB-4C2F-9CCD-57A03EA3A9C0.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-A7CC32F5-40BE-4DE5-A364-05E7986D4BA5.htm
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A 3D model of a screen from the Little Prince musical spline mapped in 3ds Max.

Step 2 - Rendering UV maps to content templates
The images below show the content template and how its resolution was calculated. The template's
resolution was calculated by following the same technique used for pixel-perfect projection surfaces.
However, the key difference is this template was calculated by measuring the total length of
the extruded spline, because in this case the extrusion automatically generated the UV map.

Please note: The 3D application should calculate the total length of the spline automatically.
In 3ds Max select the spline, Command Panel > Utilities > Measure.

The length of the spline can be measured by selecting it and then selecting Utilities > Measure. 
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A 2D content template of a screen from the Little Prince musical rendered from 3ds Max.

Helpful Resources

Projecting spline maps in 3ds Max

Unwrapping UVs in 3ds Max

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-0ECEB654-76FB-4C2F-9CCD-57A03EA3A9C0.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-EA10E59F-DE7F-497E-B399-6CF213A02C8D.htm
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Editing UVs in 3ds Max

Rendering content templates in 3ds Max

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-A7CC32F5-40BE-4DE5-A364-05E7986D4BA5.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-4525C148-7DC9-4FE4-8C34-0B174CD8E0D6.htm
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LED screen examples overview

This sub-chapter will teach you how to UV map LED screens for the disguise software, which are controlled

either by DVI or DMX signals. The following examples revisit the UV mapping principles covered in the

previous sub-chapter. Therefore, it is recommended to read this first. Topics include:

Example 1: MiSTRIP star

Example 2: OLite column

Example 3: DNA spiral

Example 4: Millenia Tower
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LED screen examples overview
This sub-chapter will teach you how to UV map LED screens for the disguise software, which are controlled

either by DVI or DMX signals. The following examples revisit the UV mapping principles covered in the

previous sub-chapter. Therefore, it is recommended to read this first. Topics include:

Example 1: MiSTRIP star

Example 2: OLite column

Example 3: DNA spiral

Example 4: Millenia Tower
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Example 1: MiSTRIP star
This case study shows how to prepare a star shaped LED screen constructed from Barco MiSTRIPS for the

disguise software. The first step is to UV map the 3D model by unwrapping the mesh into a grid. As

explained on The UV Map as the Hardware Output page, the UV map should comprise a grid because this

is the output to the LED processor from the software, and LED processor's can only capture outputs

composed from rectangles.

How the UV map is generated
A plane can be arrayed around a local pivot point to recreate the surface with the UV map automatically
generated. However, the UV map will have overlapping UV shells and therefore will require editing, either
manually using UV editing tools or automatically using a script, depending on the level of complexity.

Step 1 - Generating the UV map (3ds Max)
1. Draw a plane that matches a MiSTRIP's dimensions, 0.063x1.484 metres.

2. Ensure you have the box called generate mapping coordinates checked. Doing so will enable
the plane to automatically generate a normalised UV map.

3. Position the plane's local pivot point to the scene's origin. The origin is 0,0,0 in 3D space
corresponding to the X,Y,Z axes.

4. With the plane selected, select the Array tool.

5. Array the plane by a count of 20 around 360 degrees. This will array twenty planes around the
local pivot point.

http://www.barco.com/en/products-solutions/led-displays/led---creative-modules/small-pitch-led-pixel-strip.aspx
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/index.html
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6. Attach all the plane's together into one Editable Mesh / Editable Poly.

7. Select theUnwrap UVWmodifier.

8. Open the Edit UVWs window to view the UV map.

9. At this stage, the UV map will have overlapping UV shells. To unwrap the UV map,
reposition the UV shells next to each other, either manually using UV editing
tools or automatically using a script.

10. It is important to snap the UV shells next to each other into a grid.  Doing so will remove gaps in
the UV map, which in turn will remove virtual pixels from disguise's output to the LED
processor.

11. Normalise the UV map by rescaling it to fill UV space entirely from a range of 0-1 in both the U
and V axes.

The image below shows the MiSTRIPs arrayed in a 360 degree arc, but in UV space they are arrayed in
a horizontal row as a grid. Importantly, the surface's outer ring of vertices correspond to the UV map's
bottom row of UV coordinates, highlighted in red. This indicates the surface's UV
coordinates are uniformly positioned.

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-A7CC32F5-40BE-4DE5-A364-05E7986D4BA5.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/index.html
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/index.html
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The image below shows how each MiSTRIP corresponds to a UV shell, highlighted in red. Importantly,
each UV shell is equal in scale to each MiSTRIP, which indicates the UV map has an even distribution of
UV coordinates.
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The image below shows how the MiSTRIPs are arrayed in UV space. Importantly, the MiSTRIPs are
arrayed in a clockwise direction, and this order follows the UV map, where the UV shells are arrayed in
a left to right direction.
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In order to set a resolution of this screen made of 20 Mistrips it is crucial to turn each strip into a
rectangle in UV space.

Step 2 - Mapping content to screens
The left-image below shows a Radar layer Parallel mapped to the screen in the disguise
software, which was exported as an .obj file from Autodesk 3ds Max. The right-image shows the
Output Feed from disguise to the LED processor, which is being generated in realtime by the Parallel
map applied in disguise's Stage simulator. The feed output is independent of the video content, which
means the output can be a different resolution. In this case, the content has a resolution of 1024x1024
pixels, but the output has a resolution of 20x112 pixels. This is possible because the Parallel map does
not apply content directly to the screen's UV coordinates; enabling the content creator to design
content using templates that are independent of the LED outputs. Therefore, the creative workflow for
the content creator is separated from the technical workflow for the hardware technicians, as
explained on The UV Map as the Hardware Output page.
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The resolution of the screen in the disguise software should exactly match the physical screen's
number of pixels. The resolution of 20x112 pixels was calculated by:

Knowing precisely how many pixels each MiSTRIP contains horizontally.

Multiplying this value by the total number of horizontal MiSTRIPs, to calculate a horizontal
resolution.

Knowing precisely how many pixels each MiSTRIP contains vertically.

In this case:

1 MiSTRIP = 1 pixel horizontally.

The total number of horizontal MiSTRIPs is 20. Therefore, 1 pixel x 20 MiSTRIPs = 20 pixels
horizontally in total.

1 MiSTRIP = 112 pixels vertically.

Please note: When setting the resolution of a screen in the software, the UV map
is divided into a grid of the same resolution, and in turn each of the grid's quads
are sampled by the screen and outputted to the LED processor. Therefore, it is important
to match the resolution of disguise's screen to the physical screen. For further information
see the How Does disguise Sample UV Maps page.
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The UV map also represent the output sent to the physcial LED strips.

The image below shows a Population mask applied to the screen in the disguise software, which was
exported as a .png from Adobe Photoshop. The Population mask has removed MiSTRIP sections from
the screen and, in turn, from the output to the LED processor, which maybe necessary if the screen's
geometry requires updating. To read more about generating Population masks, see the Population
masks page.

Population-mask.html
Population-mask.html
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Example 2: OLite column
This case study shows how to prepare a column shaped LED screen constructed from Barco OLites for the

disguise software. As explained on the MiSTRIP Star page, the first step is to UV map the 3D model

by unwrapping the mesh into a grid.

How the UV map is generated
A plane can be arrayed across a spline to recreate the surface with the UV map automatically generated.
However, the UV map will have overlapping UV shells and therefore will require editing,
either manually using UV editing tools or automatically using a script, depending on the level of
complexity.

Step 1 - Generating the UV map (3ds Max)
1. Draw a plane that matches an OLite's dimensions, 0.084x0.112 metres.

2. Ensure you have the box called generate mapping coordinates checked. Doing so will enable
the plane to automatically generate a normalised UV map.

3. Draw a spline that snaps to the outer edge of one OLite column.

4. With the plane selected, select the Spacing tool.

5. From the spacing tool's parameters select pick path, and select the spline.

6. From the spacing tool's parameters select count, and enter a value of 34. This will array
thirty four planes across the spline.

http://www.barco.com/en/products-solutions/led-displays/led---creative-modules/multifunctional-indooroutdoor-smd-led-tile-5000-nitsnbsp;-10mm-pixel-pitchnbsp;that-can-be-broken-do.aspx?tab=specs
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/index.html
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-1408D223-7A05-4163-A7FA-5314DF5352BE.htm
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7. Attach all the plane's together into one Editable Mesh / Editable Poly.

8. Clone the column by a count of 11.

9. Align each column into position using the move and rotate tools.

10. Attach all the column's together into one Editable Mesh / Editable Poly.

11. Select the Unwrap UVWmodifier.

12. Open the Edit UVWs window to view the UV map.

13. At this stage, the UV map will have overlapping UV shells. To unwrapthe UV map, reposition the
UV shells next to each other, either manually using UV editing tools or automatically using a
script.

14. It is important to snap the UV shells next to each other into a grid. Doing so will remove gaps in
the UV map, which in turn will remove virtual pixels from disguise's output to the LED
processor.

15. Normalise the UV map by rescaling it to fill UV space entirely from a range of 0-1 in both the U
and V axes.

The image below shows the OLites arrayed in a curved direction, but in UV space they are arrayed in
a linear direction as a grid. Importantly, the surface's outer ring of polys correspond to the UV map's top
row of UV shells, highlighted in red. This indicates the surface's UV shells are uniformly positioned.

http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/files/GUID-A7CC32F5-40BE-4DE5-A364-05E7986D4BA5.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/3DSMAX/16/ENU/3ds-Max-Help/index.html
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Step 2 - Mapping content to screens
The image below shows a content template Feed mapped to the screen in disguise, which was
exported as an .obj file from Autodesk 3ds Max. The template was rendered from the UV
map, and therefore contains no information about the physical gaps between the OLites. If video
content is to be mapped to the screen with the physical gaps included, then a Feed map could be
generated in d3. The Feed map samples different areas of the template, and in turn the sampled areas
are mapped to the OLites. The advantage here is the sampled areas can be reconfigured, allowing for
content to be moved, cropped, scaled and rotated, in the same way the Output Feeds can be
reconfigured.
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A Parallel or Perspective map can be generated from the disguise software. As explained on
the MiSTRIP Star page, these mappingsdo not apply content directly to the screen's UV
coordinates; enabling the content creator to design content using templates that are independent of
the LED outputs. Therefore, the creative workflow for the content creator is separated from the
technical workflow for the hardware technicians, as explained on The UV Map as the Hardware
Output page.

The resolution of the screen in the disguise software should exactly match the physical screen's
number of pixels. The resolution of 80x374 pixels was calculated by:

Knowing precisely how many pixels each OLite contains horizontally.

Multiplying this value by the total number of horizontal OLites, to calculate a horizontal
resolution.

Knowing precisely how many pixels each OLite contains vertically.

Multiplying this value by the total number of vertical OLites, to calculate a vertical resolution.
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In this case:

1 OLite = 8 pixels horizontally.

The total number of horizontal OLites is 11. Therefore, 8 pixels x 11 OLites = 88 pixels horizontally
in total.

1 OLite = 11 pixels vertically.

The total number of vertical OLites is 34. Therefore, 11 pixels x 34 OLites = 374 pixels horizontally
in total.

Please note: When setting the resolution of a screen in the disguise software, the UV map
is divided into a grid of the same resolution, and in turn each of the grid's quads
are sampled by the screen and outputted to the LED processor. Therefore, it is important to
match the resolution of the disguise software's screen to the physical screen. For further
information see the How Does disguise Sample UV Maps page.
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Example 3: DNA Spiral
This case study shows how to prepare a spiral shaped LED screen constructed from pucks for the disguise

software. As explained in the previous case studies, the first step is to UV map the 3D model

by unwrapping the mesh into a grid.

How the UV map is generated
The DNA spiral's UV map was generated using a combination of techniques applied to the MiSTRIP Star
and the OLite Column. However, the key difference here is the UV map contains gaps. This is because
the content creator required a 2D template that accurately represented the 3D model. In this case, virtual
gaps were included to represent the physical gaps between the pucks.

The UV map of the DNA spiral.
The left-image below shows a content template Direct mapped to the screen in the disguise software,
which was exported as an .obj file from Autodesk 3ds Max. The template was rendered from the UV
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map, and therefore includes virtual gaps to represent the physical gaps between the pucks. The Direct
map samples the entire UV map including the virtual gaps, but only the UV coordinates assigned to the
3D model will display video content; enabling the content creator to design content using a
template which accurately represents the 3D model. However, here the disadvantage is disguise's
screen will require a higher resolution than the physical screen, which may affect video performance.
The right-image below shows the Output Feed from the disguise software to the LED processor. The
output is independent of the content, which means the output can be a different resolution. In this case,
the content has a resolution of 32x164 pixels, but the output has a resolution of 32x82. This is possible
because the Output Feeds can be reconfigured, allowing for virtual pixels to be removed from the
output, and for the output to be edited to match the LED processor's pixel map. Therefore, the creative
workflow for the content creator is separated from the technical workflow for the hardware technicians,
as explained on The UV Map as the Hardware Output page.

Normally, the resolution of the screen in the disguise software should exactly match the
physical screen's number of pixels. However, in this case the resolutions can differ. The resolution
of 32x164 pixels was calculated by:

Knowing precisely how many pixels each puck contains horizontally.

Multiplying this value by the total number of horizontal pucks, to calculate a horizontal resolution.

Knowing precisely how many pixels each puck contains vertically.

Multiplying this value by the total number of vertical pucks, and doubling the sum, to calculate a
vertical resolution.

In this case:
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1 puck = 1 pixel horizontally.

The total number of horizontal pucks is 32. Therefore, 1 pixel x 32 pucks = 32 pixels horizontally
in total.

1 puck = 1 pixel vertically.

The total number of vertical pucks is 84. Therefore, 1 pixel x 82 pucks = 82, and 82 x 2 = 164 pixels
horizontally in total.

The vertical resolution was doubled because the UV map contains gaps. Importantly, the gaps were
spaced evenly to match the heights of the UV shells. Doing so ensures disguise's screen
will precisely sample the UV map. If the resolution is incorrect the screen will sample virtual pixels, which
in turn will display black across the output. Therefore, it is important to generate a pixel-perfect content
template to render video content from.

Please note: When setting the resolution of a screen in the disguise software, the UV map
is divided into a grid of the same resolution, and in turn each of the grid's
quads are sampled by the screen and outputted to the LED processor. Normally, it is
important to match the resolution of the screen to the physical screen but, in this case,
disguise's screen should have a higher resolution to allow for virtual pixels. Therefore, it
is highly recommended to test playback performance before running a live show. For further
information see the How Does disguise Sample UV Maps page.
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Example 4: Millenia Tower
This case study shows how Singapore's Millenia Tower was prepared for the disguise software. The key

difference here is the screens used Pulsar Chroma lights, which are DMX controlled fixtures. The

previous case studies explained how to prepare DVI controlled fixtures for disguise, although disguise

maps DMX pixels in the same way it does DVI pixels. Therefore, the 3D modelling and UV mapping

techniques covered earlier apply here. However, it is important to understand disguise's DMX screen

sends RGB data over Art-Net and other supported protocols, instead of the Output Feeds. To read more

about DMX screens, see the Creating DMX screens sub-chapter.

How the UV map is generated

The Millenia Tower's UV map was generated using a combination of techniques applied previously,
which explained how to unwrap a 3D model into a grid.

Similar to the DNA Spiral, this UV map contains gaps separating the tower's four sides, although in this
case the 3D model does notcontain the same gaps.

The UV map was designed on the basis that each Chroma light would be mapped in disguise to a
resolution of 1x1 pixels. Consequently, in Autodesk 3ds Max each Chroma light was assigned one UV

http://www.d3technologies.com/projects/52-Millenia-Tower-Singapore,-2012
Creating-DMX-screens.html
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shell, all of which matched in scale, because
this ensured disguise's Direct map precisely sampled the UV map. Because the tower's upper levels
contain less Chroma lights than the lower levels, the UV map's upper levels contained less UV shells
than the lower levels, resulting in virtual gaps.
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